
NCC INAUGURATION- 
 
Program Co-ordinator - Gurjeet Singh 

“Unity and Discipline” can make students better citizens of tomorrow. 

Over the years, National cadet Corps has developed into the premier youth organization in the country. Today it has been 

established itself as a variable auxiliary to the education system. The Corps is engaged in the character building of the student 

community, as a national investment for the future. NCC helps students in shaping a multifaceted personality. 

Our school is proud to inaugurate the NCC Raising Day in our school on 17th June 2023. It was inaugurated by Our chief guest 

Col. Abraham N. CO. A special programme was organized to felicitate the dignitaries. The programme began with the welcome 

note by our faculty Mr. Gurjeet Singh. 

The chief guest encouraged the participants with his invigorating speech. Our correspondent in his speech said NCC aims at 

developing character, comradeship, discipline a secular outlook and ideals of selfless service amongst young citizens. 

Over all the day ends with a constructive manner. 
  

 

World Environment Day celebra7on- 

Program Co-ordinator – Mrs Ranu Devi Sharma & Rajiv Topno 

“Environment is a gift to us, save and secure it” 

World Environment Day is a campaign observed world wide every year on 5th of June to raise awareness about environment, 

protection of nature and the planet Earth. 

World Environment Day is a platform for encouraging consciousness and action for the protection of environment. This day 

provides us with an opportunity to broaden the basis for an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by individuals in 

preserving and enhancing the environment. 

Colourful charts, paintings were displayed at the school foyer depicting concern about the environment and the way to tackle the 

problem of pollution and global warming by planting more trees every year. The paintings also gave the message to keep the 

surroundings clean and save the planet Earth. 

Slogans on World Environment Day encouraged and motivated the students to beautify the surrounding areas through 

plantations, greenery, saving water etc. This day also reminded that we have only one planet to live on, it is our home and only 

we are responsible to maintain its natural beauty forever. 
 

Independence Day Programme-  

Program Co-ordinator – Jintu Kr Das, Archita Kundu, Arpita Sarkar, Anup Barua, Ram Ch Sahani 

77th Independence Day was celebrated in the school with great enthusiasm among all Teachers & Students. Celebration of the 

national festival began with welcoming of the chief guest. Trust President Satyam Bharadwaj hoisted the national flag in 

presence of the teachers and students followed by national anthem. 



The cultural programme was organised by the teachers under the supervision of the principal. Teachers volunteered to 

participate in various activities like group songs, group dance and drama. The principal addressed the gathering mentioning the 

role of students and teachers to contribute for the country’s prosperity. Vice-Principal Mrs Sharma delivered her speech 

highlighting the importance of the day. 

The end of this exciting programme was marked by vote of thanks proposed by Principal Mrs Bably Saha 


